IDEAS AND   BELIEFS
system to the brain A atoiv falls to toe ground
because the earth s gravitj i-> pulling It towards
its cf-ntre etc etc For all practical purpewps
every event can be looted upon as being
caused by some other prior event ami this
is obviously one of tht, most important tuireiples
of the operation of the urn-verse Jung how
evt,r ftlt that there ib a sufficient!} large b">lv
of evidence to suggest that &ienta may be
linked m a significant (*j° non chance) way
withou* there being any true causal relation
ship between them The classic example he
held to be the supposed predictive powtr of
a, trology bv which there appears to be a reL.
tioirtup between the stellar Lonflgurat cms awl
the perhonahty and life pattern of individuals
on earth Tung was scienti t enough to rnj.1 e
that there could be no causal connection
between the aspect of the stars and the hve^ of
people billions of miles from them jet felt the
evidence for astrology is as strong: enough to
demand an alternative non causal explanation
The trouble with synchronicitv which has jiot
made much impact on the world of pto ncs or ot
Twj chology is that it Is not reallj an explanation
at all but merely a camemt,nt word to descnbt
some puzzling correspondpnees .The reil
question of cour e 1=1 whether there really are
eve its occurring which are iRmncantly but not
cimtfilly linked and most scientists fcoriar would
hold that there were probaUj not ^till i* vas
tipical of the bold and imaginative mind of
Jung to tackle head on one of the principal
ni3~teriiis of exi.tence and come up tntto. a
hypothesis to attempt to meet it
Syndicalism a form of socialist doctrine which
aims at the ownership and control of ah tod is
tries by the workers contrasted with, the more
conventional type of socialism which advocate-,
ownership and control by the state Since
syndicalists have preferred to improve the con
difcions of the workers by direct action, eg
strikes and working to rule rather than through
the usual parliamentary procedures they have
been closely related to anarchists (g r) an 3 are
sometimes described as anarcho syndicalists.
Under syndicahsm there would be no state
for the state would be replaced by a federation
of units based on functional economic organisa
tion rather than on geographiiAl representation
The movement had bodies m the United Bang
dom where guild socialism (q v} was strongly
influenced by its doctrines in France. Germany
Italy Spain Argentina and Mexico but these
gradually declined after the first world war
losing many members to the communists.
Fascism (<i v) was also strongly influenced bv
the revolutionary syndicalism ot Georges Sorel
m making us*> of his concept of the mytb. of
the general strike as an emotional image or
ideal goal to spur on the workers with Mussolini
the myth became that of the state Musso
Hm was also influenced by Sorel s doctrine of
violf nee and the justification of force Syndl
cahsm had a certain influence m the labour
Party in its early days, but was crushed by men
like Ernest Bevln who began to few that by
involving tae workers in direct responsibility
for theii industries it would pat them at a
disadvantage when bargaining for wage*
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find that he is more akin to Hobbes since
(as we are learning in our own day) nothing la
more fcyrannieal than the absolute rule of all
the people (Public opinion is more Hitlenan
than Hitler) As It turns out then, the soc al
contract consists In the total alienation oi
each associate together with all his nghta to
the whole community and each of us puts
his person and all his power in common under
the supreme direction of the general will
Eousseau admired direct democracy in the
small city state bat if his doctrine is applied
to large states then the general will becomes
absolute It is in this sense that he is regarded
as the forerunner of totalitarianism Herbert
Spencer is quoted only as an example of the
inappropriate application of i biological theory
to sociil issues Influenced by Darwin s thesis
of natural selection he saw in society i struggle
in which the fittest survived ind the less flt
perished. Each individu?! had the right to
preserve himself but m the case of human
beings this depended upon group life in which
to some extent each individual is limited by the
nghta of others But this should not go too
far and he condemned the soculisrn of J & Mill
which (a) would give over much protection to
the unfit and (6) would give the state powers
which it has no right to gjice the best govern
ment is the least gov eminent In accordance
with Darwinism free competition was essential,
Stoics, the followers of Zeno a. Greet philosopher
in the 4th cent b c who recu\ ed their name
from the fact that they were taught m the bto^,
I title or Painted Porch of Athens. They
believed that since the world is the creation
of divine wisdom and i» governed by drvme lav
it is man s duty to accept his fate £eno con
ceived virtue to be the highest good and con
demned the passions (Ste God and Man
State and Man Determinism and Free will for
a more detailed account of their beliefs )
Subudj a cultish movement surrounding the
Javanese mj stic Pal feubuli which estabhshed
itt. headijuartsrs in England m 1958 and made
newspaper headlines because of alleged imr
icle cures of both psychological and phvsical
illd The bails of feubud (which is a contraction
of three Sanskrit words Susila Budhi Dharma
meaning the right hvins of the soul ) is a
&inUe spiritual exercise the latiJutn in which
the individual comes into contact with or is
overwhelmed by a metaphysical force of some
kind which is supposed to produce great mental
and physical changes During the latihan
people may make strange movements some
violent and utter unusual cnes or chants Now
better known in America than m Britain
Subud lid not live up to the expectations of its
early followers many of whom were people of
considerable intelligence and professional
standing It is of particular iniere=(t because
it represents a umaue incursion of a rather
obscure Eastern cult into Western life and
suggests again that there Js growing dis.satis
faction in many quarters with orthodox
religion and its contribution to the philosophy
of the modem world
Sunnites the orthodox sect of Islam as contrasted
with the Shutes or SWa (51 )
T
Taoism, a religion which altliough m a degenerate
state is still one of the great kastern creeds
Its alleged founder Lao-tze is saM to have
been bom m Honan abont 604 b C. he is also
said to be the author of the bible of Taoism the
Tao-te~thwg or in KngtJBti The Wats of £tfe
and to have disapproved of Confucius. This if
true would hardly be surprising for Taoism
is eminently a mystical religion recommending
doing nothing and resisting nothing whereas
Confncianism (g v} is eminently a practical
code of living and its founder insisted on inter
Tenmg in everything to da with social life But
the truth as revealed by modem sdialaraaii> is
rather different We are told that the poems
of the Tw^te-d&m are anonymous and probably
originated among recluses m lonely valleys
Swedenborgianism. The Church of the New
Jerusalem based on the writings of Einamte)
Swedenborg (1688-1772) was founded bv his
followers eleven years after his death. The
New Church is regarded by its members not as
a sect but ae i new dispensation bearing the
same relationship to Christianity aa Christianity
does to Judaism
Synchronicity an attempt bv the psychologist
Carl Gnstav Jung to explain the apparently
significant relationship between certain, events
in the physical universe •which seem to have no
obvious causal link. This rather involved
concept is easily understood if one realises that
almost all scientific and philosophical belief?
are based on the notion that the continuous
process of change which Is taking place in
ourselves and in the universe around us is
dependent upon a principle known as causality
We can express this another way by saying that
an object moves because it has been pushed or
ptiDed by another We see because light
strikes the retina and signals pass up the nervous

